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Your cooking skills are to valuable in space! As a hot-platter chef you are responsible
for the health of customers who come to eat. The very first customers liked all the food

so well and seemed so satisfied, that you've been promoted to the hot-plates! The
apartment kitchen is not enough for dealing with restaurant guests, who like their food
freshly prepared! The chef needs your expertise to make the best of it! Your tools are
the most important things to master, but you'll also need to know how to utilize them.
And the food that you prepare, needs to the healthiest for the customers. But for that

you have to invest in a solid environment for your kitchen. Use your current facilities to
their best and get to expand the kitchen! Hot Plates is a game with a focus on cooking

and food, which is the reason why it is using full screen to ensure that you get the
impression of being in a kitchen! Key Features: • Bring your kitchen to a restaurant
and become the best of the Hot-Platters • Use all ingredients carefully to feed the

guests a delicious meal • Get to know all alien-races • Keep the health of the diners
alive by serving the right cuisine • Enjoy an interactive game-play • Variety of recipes,

playtime and scenarios • Highly challenging, hard to master cooking challenges •
Numerous player achievements • Full control of time, ingredients and money •
Immerse yourself in the fun universe of Hot Plates Discover the future world of
cooking! The chef of the Hot Plates space-restaurant needs to know all about

management and how to satisfy his customers personal taste. Organize your kitchen
and earn prestige in space. This way more different customers will enjoy your cooking
and help you rise to be the best cook in the galaxy. Hot Plates offers swift gameplay,

which rocks the world of creating foods. There is a key to all challenges. The customer
likes spicy foods? No Problem! The meats are too chewy? We're up to change that! No

matter which race, there is something for whoever may come! There is lots of
equipment to discover for an eager cook who is willing to satisfy all customers wishes.

The happier the guests, the more money to earn. The hard earned credits make it
possible to buy ingredients or machines for the upcoming days. Only the best of 'em
all will be able to open the restaurant for the most supreme races in space. Only with
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Nigate Tale Features Key:
→ Seven century Future war

→ Fight with advanced weapons
→ Dramatic missions

→ Environments
→ Earn your rank

→ Intense FPS firefight
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